
Pressure Balance Element Polyamide RAL
9005 Metric
Pressure equalisation elements prevent the formation of condensation. Condensation forms rapidly
in particularly airtight housings because humidity cannot escape. Sweating in housings occurs
primarily in locations with changing temperatures. Temperature fluctuations in the interior of
housings also lead to the formation of condensation. The more often it occurs, the more damage it
does to the equipment. This may also result in short circuits, or equally in the complete failure of a
device as a result of the loss of the insulation protection provided by the enclosure.
It is possible to achieve appropriate pressure equalisation with an easily fitted element equipped
with a special, air-permeable, waterproof film membrane.
Our pressure equalisation elements (PEE) adjust the interior pressure of enclosed electronic and
electrical components to the ambient pressure, and thus reduce the cost to you of complicated
housings and expensive seals. Maintenance costs are also considerably minimised. The reliability and
image of your product are correspondingly improved.
We supply pressure equalisation elements in both polyamide and stainless steel in order to solve the
problem of condensation for both types of housing.

Specification
MATERIALMATERIAL Polyamide 6

SEALING RING CONNECTION THREADSEALING RING CONNECTION THREAD NBR

INGRESS PROTECTIONINGRESS PROTECTION IP66, IP68 and IP69-K

TEMPERATURE RANGETEMPERATURE RANGE -40°C....+100°C

AVERAGE AIR FLOWAVERAGE AIR FLOW 16 l/h atd ∆P= 70mbar

WATER INTRUSION PRESSUREWATER INTRUSION PRESSURE 0,9 bar

FASTENING TORQUEFASTENING TORQUE 0,5 - 1,0 Nm

COLOURCOLOUR Black RAL 9005

HALOGEN-FREEHALOGEN-FREE Yes
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Variants

E-NUMBERE-NUMBER CONNECTION THREADCONNECTION THREAD L MML MM H MMH MM H1 MMH1 MM SW1 MMSW1 MM PCS/PACKPCS/PACK

1475052 M12x1,5 10 17,6 1.5 17 10
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